To compete, sign up at [http://USCC.CyberQuests.org](http://USCC.CyberQuests.org).

Additional awards and scholarships will be available to eligible participants.

---

Got Cyber Skills?
Are you ready for Cyber Quests?
Compete for Training and Make Cool Contacts!

Are you talented enough? Top performers will be invited to the 2013 California U.S. Cyber Challenge Summer Camp held at San José State University, August 4th-9th. Students are invited to compete for a spot at this camp via the Cyber Quests Competition.

Cyber Quests is an on-line competition that tests students’ abilities to identify vulnerabilities in a virtual network and answer questions related to their findings. The competition will be held from April 16 through April 30.

Registration is open April 16-29 at [http://USCC.CyberQuests.org](http://USCC.CyberQuests.org)

At the Summer camp, students will engage in Web-delivered training sessions and exercises on topics ranging from intrusion detection to forensics. These classes will be taught by industry professionals and accompanied by workshops, labs, and competitions, conducted in person by faculty members from various universities, security practitioners across industries and the U.S. government.

Students will also have the opportunity to engage with major technology companies and government agencies at job fairs. Some students may also be eligible for additional prizes and recognition.

For more information on the summer camp at San José State, go to [www.sjsu.edu/cybersecurity/](http://www.sjsu.edu/cybersecurity/).